
STAFF REPORT 
 
To:  Coastside County Water District Board of Directors 
 
From:   David Dickson, General Manager 
   
Agenda: May 14, 2019 
 
Report 
Date:  May 7, 2019 
 
Subject: Professional Services Agreement with Balance Hydrologics, Inc. 

for Evaluation of Alternative Means of Diversion on Denniston 
Creek 

 

 
Recommendation: 
Authorize the General Manager to enter into a Professional Services Agreement 
with Balance Hydrologics, Inc. to evaluate potential alternative means of 
diversion on Denniston Creek at Denniston Reservoir, for a time-and-materials 
cost not to exceed $46,000. 
 
Background: 
Since the beginning of its Denniston Creek diversions in 1974, the District has 
struggled to maintain the reservoir’s volume in the face of the large annual 
sediment loading coming from the District’s decomposed granite watershed. Our 
current permit from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) 
allows us to remove 400 cubic yards of sediment annually, helping to maintain a 
relatively small pool around our intake.  
 
We have included in our 2015 Denniston/San Vicente Water Supply Project EIR 
and in our Capital Improvement Program (CIP) a major dredging project 
intended to restore significant volume in Denniston Reservoir. We are concerned, 
however, that habitat preservation, DFW permitting conditions, and other factors 
will limit the extent of the dredging we will be able to do, and that maintaining 
the volume with annual dredging will remain a challenge. We would therefore 
like to explore alternative means of diversion from Denniston Creek that could 
eliminate the need for dredging while maintaining the habitat value of the creek 
and reservoir. 
 
Balance Hydrologics has presented a proposal dated May 3, 2019 (Attachment A) 
to prepare a preliminary evaluation of potential alternative diversion strategies 
which have been proven in other applications, including the District’s own 
diversions from Pilarcitos Creek. Staff recommends engaging Balance to perform 
this work. 
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Fiscal Impact: 
Cost of $46,000. The approved CIP includes $1,000,000 for Denniston Reservoir 
restoration in FY20/21. 
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May 3, 2019 
 
 
David Dickson, General Manager 
Coastside County Water District 
766 Main Street 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-1995 
 
 
RE: Evaluating means of diversion on Denniston Creek at Denniston Reservoir for Coastside 

County Water District near El Granada, San Mateo County, California 
 

Dear Mr. Dickson, 

You have kindly asked us to prepare a preliminary evaluation of potential alternative means of diversion 
to reconfigure the existing Denniston Creek diversion at Denniston Creek Reservoir. Currently water and 
sediment are transported along Denniston Creek, past the Denniston Creek water treatment plant (WTP) 
operated by the Coastside County Water District (CCWD), to Denniston Reservoir, where water is then 
periodically pumped back up to the WTP. Due to high rates of sediment loading and transport in 
Denniston Creek, the CCWD has a maintenance permit which allows them to remove up to 400 cubic 
yards (cy) annually from the reservoir to maintain the water right. You have asked us to prepare this 
proposal to explore alternate diversion strategies to take advantage of CCWDs existing water right 
(including comparison to the existing diversion practice, or “no-action alternative”) which may reduce 
maintenance costs, as well impacts to Denniston Creek, and to the Airport aquifer. Preliminary alternate 
means of diversion may include, but are not limited to: 

 Ranney® Collector Wells or similar devices that include a single surface access connected to one 
or more lateral infiltration pipes or chambers;  

 a well field of vertical or slanted wells, similar to CCWD’s existing alluvial well field on 
Pilarcitos Creek; 

 lateral infiltration gallery broadly similar to the existing (smaller) diversion structure on 
neighboring Frenchman Creek. 

First, we propose to first work closely with you to outline the planning criteria for potential alternate 
means of diversion, in order to begin to constrain viable alternate means of diversion and help you 
explore the feasibility. Second, we propose a brief field data collection data campaign to refine known 
constraints on proposed systems. Finally, we propose to summarize the preliminary planning criteria, 
constraints and proposed alternate means of diversion in a technical memorandum. It is our understanding 
that this initial scope of work represents the first step in the process. One of the final deliverables for this 
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assignment will be recommendations for potential detailed field investigations, which may help constrain 
and select alternate means of diversion. Those field investigations may substantively change the 
feasibility of proposed alternate means of diversion. It is possible that recommended field investigations 
might include collection of geophysical and/or geotechnical data or installation of a test well or wells, and 
subsequent pump testing. 

The section below outlines our proposed work plan in more detail. 

WORK PLAN 

Task 1: Development of preliminary design criteria 

The first step under this task will be to quickly assemble relevant documents and guiding regulatory 
documents. These may include but are certainly not limited to CCWD’s EIR document in support of San 
Vicente and Denniston Creek water rights, California Division of Water Rights documents pertaining to 
surface and shallow alluvial aquifer diversions and San Mateo County well regulations. 

Under this task, we will work with you to outline the preliminary planning criteria that will help guide 
selection of alternate means of diversion. Based on our conversations with you, we anticipate these 
planning criteria may include but are not necessarily limited to: 

 Minimize maintenance;  

 minimize impacts to riparian ecosystem; 

 meet yield requirements based on current and predicted operational practices; 

 meet in-situ irrigation storage requirements (either in the shallow aquifer or Denniston Reservoir) 
for Cabrillo Farms; 

 maximize water quality and reduce potential treatment requirements. 

We anticipate up to two meetings at your office with you and your staff to discuss operations 
requirements in support of establishing criteria that Balance can use to support the alternate means of 
diversion assessment outlined in Task 2, below. It may be helpful to tour the Denniston Reservoir 
diversion infrastructure during one of those meetings.  

It may be useful to draw from the CCWD’s experience pulling water from the Pilarcitos well field, which 
exhibits similarities to the Denniston Canyon shallow aquifer system. 

Assumptions: CCWD will lead engagement with Cabrillo Farms to understand Cabrillo Farms diversion 
requirements and gain their input and feedback. We assume one round of comments from CCWD staff 
will be incorporated and the memo finalized before starting Task 3, below. We anticipate recommending 
field investigations, as part of future work, which may inform alternatives selection in the alternate means 
of diversion assessment memorandum scoped in Task 3. Following those investigations, CCWD may 
identify additional criteria or select to refine preliminary design criteria developed under this task.  
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Deliverable: Preliminary design criteria memorandum documenting the preliminary design criteria and 
rationale for selecting those design criteria. This memo will also serve to demonstrate that CCWD has 
been seriously considering alternatives, consistent with the intent of NEPA, the resource agencies, and the 
Division of Water Rights. 

Task 2. Define preliminary on-site constraints 

Under this task, Balance staff will spend up to one day in the field to collect limited topographic data to 
help us understand channel gradient and the geometry of the valley bottom. We anticipate collecting data 
using both a total station (digital theodolite) and survey-grade Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) near the WPT and Denniston Reservoir, to maximize the amount of data we can collect during 
the survey day. 

In addition, we propose to deploy one self-contained water level sensor in Denniston Reservoir to 
measure drawdown response to diversions from Denniston Reservoir for 1-3 months. We anticipate these 
data may help refine preliminary estimates of surface and near-stream groundwater dynamics, including 
potentially, diversion practices of Cabrillo Farms. 

Based on the planning criteria developed under Task 1, the investigations listed above, and 
approximations of governing coefficients, we will estimate the representative hydraulic properties of the 
shallow alluvial aquifer and use the representative hydraulic properties to select and evaluate potential 
alternatives. 

Assumptions: One day in the field for two Balance staff members.  

Deliverables: Topographic and hydrologic data presented in the technical memorandum (Task 3) 

Task 3. Technical memorandum presenting the assessment of means of diversion on Denniston 
Creek  

Under this task we will use the preliminary planning criteria developed in Task 1 to guide focused 
development of up to 3 potential means of diversion for comparison to the existing diversion practice.  
We will discuss and compare the alternate means of diversion using criteria such as: 

 Projected costs and timelines for developing designs and implementing construction; 

 Estimates of operational costs and maintenance; 

 reliability during very wet and very dry periods, based on standards for beneficial uses; 

 resilience and simplicity, including ownership and regulatory conditions. 

Assumptions: We assume one round of comments from CCWD staff will be incorporated and the memo 
finalized under this task.  

Deliverable: Draft and final means of diversion evaluation report.  
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Task 4. Project Management 

Under this task we have allocated time to manage the schedule and budget, provide monthly invoices, and 
meet with you via conference call 6 times over the course of the proposed project schedule (See next 
section) to discuss progress to you. 

SCHEDULE 

We will endeavor to schedule the installation of the self-contained water level sensor in the reservoir 
concurrently with the field survey day within two weeks of contracting. We anticipate completing the 
finalized technical memorandum prior to January 2020. We will endeavor to keep you abreast of potential 
delays in a timely manner.  

WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU 

We anticipate having frank and open conversations with CCWD staff regarding the planned demands and 
operational needs. Prior to meeting during Task 1, we would kindly request that the CCWD provide us 
with relevant materials relating CCWDs diversion practices, which may include but is not limited to: 

 Detailed Denniston Creek diversion totalizer records, if available, 

 successes and problems encountered during diverting water from Denniston Reservoir, 

 record of sediment removal from Denniston Reservoir, 

 diversion practice summary, yields, thresholds, successes, and challenges encountered at the 
Pilarcitos Well Field. 
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CLOSING 

We very much appreciate the opportunity to assist you with this interesting and worthwhile investigation. 
You can reach us via email at edonaldson@balancehydro.com or by phone at (510) 704-1000 x210.  

 
Sincerely,  
 
BALANCE HYDROLOGICS, Inc. 
 
 
 

 
Eric Donaldson, P.G. 
Project Manager  
 
 
 

 
Barry Hecht, C.Hg., CEG 
Principal-in-charge 
 
 
 

 
Mark Woyshner 
Hydrologist 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosures: Budget Tables 1 and 2 
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Labor Costs For 
Task

Hourly Rate $245 $210 $195 $190 $175 $160 $135 $125 $115 $125 $115 $105 $105 $90 $85 $85

Task 1. Backgrounding and preliminary design criteria 10 28 34 8 2 $15,120

Task 2.  Investigations 4 12 16 24 $9,360

Task 3.  Alternate means of diversion assessment and report 6 6 26 30 4 4 $12,100

Task 4.  Project management 4 4 10 8 $4,350

Subtotal Hours 24 50 86 62 4 8 6
Total Hours 240
Notes: TOTAL LABOR $40,930.00

Expenses from Table 2 $892.00

Contingency from Table 2 $4,182.20

GRAND TOTAL $46,004.20

Table 1.  Anticipated Staff Hours by Task
219157 CCWD Denniston Creek preliminary means of diversion evaluation
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Professional Fees Rate Hours Allocation

Sr. Principal $245 24 $5,880.00
Principal $210 0 $0.00
Senior Specialist $195 50 $9,750.00
Senior Professional $190 0 $0.00
Project Professional $175 86 $15,050.00
Senior Staff Professional $160 0 $0.00
Staff Professional $135 62 $8,370.00
Assistant Professional $125 0 $0.00
Junior Professional $115 0 $0.00

GIS/CADD Senior Analyst $125 4 $500.00
GIS/CADD Analyst $115 0 $0.00
GIS/CADD Assistant Analyst $105 0 $0.00
Senior Project Administrator $105 8 $840.00
Senior Report Specialist $90 6 $540.00
Report Specialist $85 0 $0.00
Hydrologic Technician $85 0 $0.00

Labor Subtotal (Table 1) $40,930.00

Expenses

Direct Expenses

Mileage 300 miles @ $0.64 $192.00
Mileage, 4-Wheel Drive* miles @ $0.67 $0.00
Vehicle Rental $0.00
Equipment Costs $600.00
Per Diems @ $0.00

Reimbursable Costs

Other Travel, Subsistence trips @ $0.00
Express Mail, Deliveries $0.00
Maps and Aerial Photos $0.00
Outside Copying, Blueprint $0.00
Outside Consultants $0.00
Analytical Laboratory Fees $0.00
Materials and Supplies $100.00
Permits, Licenses or Agency Inspection fees     client responsibility $0.00
Printing+ $0.00
Other $0.00

Expenses Subtotal $892.00
ESTIMATED TOTAL $41,822.00

Contingency $4,182.20
Notes TOTAL w/ CONTINGENCY $46,004.20

* 4WD rates apply only if required by site conditions.  See Balance policy re 4WD.
+Plotting costs vary according to complexity of design
Project-related expenses will be bill at cost plus 10%; including work by outside consultants and analytical or testing laboratories.

219157 CCWD Denniston Creek preliminary means of diversion evaluation
Table 2.  Estimated Costs
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